
My Beauty DNA©

by Biologique Recherche 
Discover the origins of your Skin Instant© with a DNA analysis

With My Beauty DNA©, Biologique Recherche analyzes more 

than 600,000 genetic variations related to the skin in order 

to determine the personalized treatments and products 

that are best suited to each individual Skin Instant©. This 

innovation will be available in Dublin, Ireland starting from 

January 2020.

Because our DNA represents our individual “identity card,” analyzing our 
DNA can provide an abundance of information about the skin’s needs. 

My Beauty DNA© reflects all genetic skin 
factors, taking into account:
• “positive” genes: with a positive effect on 

our skin’s appearance and our well-being 
(e.g. genes that protect against cellulite, the 
skin barrier against pollution, inflammation, 
sensitivity, and glycation, levels of 
antioxidants, etc.)

• “risky” genes: which could potentially harm 
the skin’s appearance and health (damage 
to collagen, cutaneous sensitivity, tanning 
ability, etc.)

 

In total, 14 skin characteristics are studied and split into 4 main families: 
• aging
• sensitivity to the sun
• sensitivity to the environment 
• skin profile

Each of these traits is associated with a level of predisposition, graded 
into three degrees: minor, moderate or significant.

60% of the 
variations in skin 
aging are down to 
genetic factors, the 
remaining 40% are 
determined by the 

environment(*)

Did You Know?

*The Journal of the American 
Medical Association 2019
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WITH MY BEAUTY DNA©, SEE THE INVISIBLE FOR A COMPLETE 
DIAGNOSIS

Biologique Recherche is based on a methodology which begins with a dermocosmetic assessment 
of the Skin Instant©. Identifying and understanding the factors that influence the quality of our skin 
is an essential step in creating a highly personalized skin care routine with the most effective results.

Until now, Biologique Recherche had two visual diagnosis tools to determine Skin Instants©: The 
Skin Instant© Lab, comprising of five measurement probes to monitor changes in the skin over time, 
and the Viosiolab©, a cutting-edge technology used to photograph the face in high definition, to 
scientifically analyze the epidermis’s characteristics.

My Beauty DNA supplements these measurement devices by revealing the skin’s past and future 
with its unique analysis of genetic heritage. With this innovation, the brand aims to:
• anticipate skin trends that are invisible to the naked eye 
• investigate the impact that genetic heritage can have on our skin’s evolution throughout our lives 
• determine the skin care recommendations to be adopted down the line thanks to a unique and 

highly personalized approach

A CONSULTATION DIVIDED INTO FOUR STEPS

To ensure that the process goes smoothly, Biologique 
Recherche recommends scheduling an appointment 
with the approved center in Dublin. The center will be 
able to assist all those interested, from placing an order 
to obtain a DNA kit all the way to the analysis of results.
It is simple:
Purchase your My Beauty DNA test from one of the 
authorized centers.
Take a sample with your Biologique Recherche expert, 
following the instructions for use included in the My 
Beauty DNA© kit to analyze your genetic data and be 
able to create your personalized report.
Receive your personalized report listing your skin’s 
genetic predispositions within 5 to 6 weeks.
Make an appointment at the authorized center to share 
your report and obtain a highly personalized treatment 
protocol.
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Adeline Pastor - adeline.pastor@biologique-recherche.com - Tel:  +33 6 17 51 73 06

Caitlin Shea - cshea@kennedyprbrand.ie - Tel: +35 (0)3 14 76 20 00 

BIOLOGIQUE RECHERCHE – AMBASSADE DE LA BEAUTE
32, avenue des Champs-Elysées - 75008 Paris

www.biologique-recherche.com

ABOUT BIOLOGIQUE RECHERCHE
For over 40 years Biologique Recherche’s unique methodology has built a strong reputation for astounding 
effectiveness based on a clinical approach to skincare, delivering immediate and long-lasting results.

Combined with highly customized protocols and meticulous procedures which recondition the epidermis, 
Biologique Recherche’s extensive range of skincare products are highly concentrated in botanical, marine and 
biological active ingredients that are formulated with no artificial fragrance in its own laboratory in France.

Biologique Recherche is the partner of choice in over 85 countries for exclusive medical spas and day 
spas in addition to the world’s premiere luxury hotel spas. Its flagship, the Ambassade, is located at 32 
avenue des Champs Elysées in Paris.
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